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January 15, 2021 
 
Dear Senator: 
 
“You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its savor how can it be seasoned? It is good for nothing 
but to be thrown out and trampled under foot by man.”—Matt. 5:13 

I am writing to you a follow up to my December 30th letter, which was sent to your website. It detailed 
the critical need to object to the results of the presidential election because of the massive 
accumulation of evidence of malfeasance. I have done, and will continue to do, all that I can to keep the 
country together and at peace. Please visit my website StrengthenTheNation.com for more 
information. The letter is also posted there. 

What is Happening to America 
What we have been witnessing in this country - from the attacks against our Judeo-Christian heritage 
and the moral order that is outlined in Genesis, to the many grotesque political attacks on a US 
president (Russia collusion hoax, impeachment, etc.), to the attacks against our way of life, and so 
much more - goes way beyond politics and can only be understood if you view all of the accumulating 
events in the last several years in terms of spiritual warfare and the battle between good and evil, as 
described in the Scriptures. 

That after all the stress and turmoil that Democrats and the media have put our country through, to 
have now impeached the president (for the 2nd bogus time in a year), after they have blatantly stolen 
an election from him, represents a level of bold evil insanity that we have never before seen in this 
country.  

By our system refusing to address the election fraud in real terms, a mad rush of darkness has now 
been unleashed to silence, intimidate, and direct violence toward any opposition. As one chilling 
example, just witness big tech literally silencing and canceling the President of the United States, many 
prominent leading conservative voices, and millions of Americans. And Republican leaders should be 
warned that if they do not make a stand now, they will be next. 

What You Can Now Do 
I don’t think those of you who failed to adamantly object to the results of the election realize how much 
damage you did to your legacy, your constituents and fellow Americans, the Republican Party, and the 
country as a whole. For your good and the good of the country, it is imperative that you immediately 
reverse what you have failed to do by simply getting yourself on the right side of God and history, 
because it is sure that God stands against the fraud of this election, and that history will expose every 
bit of it sooner than later. You can state your objection now by speaking the truth of what we all know 
in our hearts. If you do this, you will reverse the falseness that was put out into the world by your 
previous silence, have a clear conscience before God and man that you did the right thing in real-time, 
and have a new power to lead going forward. 

The Consequence of the Election 
One of the tragedies in this flawed process is the fact that our whole system failed to produce even a 
single, real comprehensive, honest investigation across the full spectrum of election law-breaking and 
malfeasance, including an in-depth forensic audit – which would have finally satisfied the demand. 
Furthermore, ignoring the letters of Republican legislators on January 6th from those contested states 
who now claimed that they had sufficient evidence to de-certify their vote seemed to confirm what 
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millions feared – that some sort of fix was in.  And denying a simple 10-day period to address the 
objected concerns was to further validate the reality that attempts to get to the truth were blocked at 
literally every single turn, at every single level, from start to finish in the whole process. This 
dereliction only strengthened the already strong understanding of those who believe that the election 
was stolen. 

To have allowed this comprehensive level of election malfeasance to have gone unchallenged in the 
strongest possible terms, and thereby allowing the results of this election to stand, was to allow justice 
to fall. This allowance essentially rewarded lawlessness at the highest level imaginable, while also 
creating extreme imbalance, insecurity, and instability in not only the US, but also in the world.  

Additionally, if this administration is to take office under these circumstances, it would lead to the loss 
of moral authority and right standing that would have many unintended consequences. To name just a 
few: 

 Put the country in an overall very vulnerable position 
 Make many nations less safe 
 Cause our country to be more divided and drive it toward civil disunion 
 Set the groundwork for more lawlessness, chaos, and extremism 
 Lose credibility with the rest of the world 
 Cause Americans to entirely lose confidence in their elections 
 Set a terrible example for our youth 
 Create mistrust in half the country for the administration 
 Encourage censorship and reward mainstream media for their propaganda of falsehoods and 

suppression of truth and facts 

Ultimately, it is not possible that this wrongful outcome can produce either good fruit or end well. In 
the spiritual realm, something that is wrong remains wrong until it is made right. To ask the country to 
heal, while leaving in place the reason it was injured, is absurd on its face. In fact, that injury will 
continue to produce its negative and toxic effects on the country until the exact corrective action is 
taken to reverse the harm done. The country cannot heal with a root lie in place. So long as the idea 
that the election was a clean one is advanced, so long will the damage be continuous. This is because 
the consequences of that lie are so far-reaching that they shake the very foundations of our civic and 
political life. All healing in life only happens under conditions that allow for that healing - which always 
must include first eliminating that which caused the injury to begin with.  

The belief that the election was stolen is not a casual belief that only a few have, but is a deep-seated 
knowledge that tens of millions of good, honest Americans have based on real, tested study of the facts 
that have been presented in a vast array of mediums, and which have continued to exponentially grow 
since November 3rd. And if representatives and senators from either party believe that somehow this is 
going to go away after January 20th, and that those millions of Americans are going to forget about 
what they know to be true, then these representatives are entirely out of touch with the pulse of 75 
million Americans. 

Every reasonable American from every political background can wholeheartedly agree that if the 
presidential election was indeed so rife with malfeasance as to literally alter the true outcome, then 
that election was indeed stolen.  And if the election was stolen, then its results are totally fraudulent, 
the entire administration illegitimate, and every day that administration remains in power would also 
be illegitimate and in direct conflict with God and the will of the people. 

Republican leaders need to be aware of the incredible pain and anger that people are experiencing 
from watching this whole fiasco of election fraud unfold. Those leaders who continue to fail to stand in 
the gap for the truth of what really happened in the presidential election are in no man’s land 
politically, and will have next to zero chance of ever getting re-elected again. Senators Cruz and 
Hawley, along with those House members that stood up against the pressure in real time, are heroes. 
The Republican Party became a place of refuge for patriotic Americans, and the millions who recently 
came to it inspired by Trump’s America First agenda are now disillusioned and angry over what they 
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perceive as betrayal.  And now, anyone of you can still join them and save your political career and 
legacy, while injecting desperately needed life and energy into this country. 

It was heartbreaking for so many millions of Americans to have watched Republican Senators and 
House leaders on January 6th basically surrender the presidency to the Democrats without any fight. 
The same surrender also applies to the Senate, as the results of the Georgia runoff needed (and didn’t 
get) the same great scrutiny as did the presidential election. 

Events at the Capitol 
It just seems that most Republican Senators were never resolved to stand and fight to get to the truth 
regarding the election, which is why the events of the Capitol allowed them to so easily reverse course 
and get entirely distracted and gaslit by this ploy. This weakness literally allowed the Democrats and 
the media to completely take control of the narrative and create a storyline independent and 
incompatible to the reality of what actually happened and how things unfolded that day. In the 
process, they put Republicans on defense, drove them back into submission, and were able to create a 
textbook diversion. The fact that potentially the most elaborate political crime in American history (a 
presidential election steal) was all but forgotten is proof of the effectiveness of that tactic. 

What needed to happen in that moment was for you to have steadied yourself, realized that events are 
never exactly what they first appear to be, and gained a balanced perspective. Instead of panicking 
under political pressure and shifting all your focus away from the all-important task at hand and onto 
a singular, very limited event, you should have efficiently, effectively, and surgically condemned the 
violence to its correct proportion, and distinguished between the infiltrators and the true protestors. 
With a commitment to have a full investigation, you should then have refocused to uncover the truth 
about the presidential election, the consequences of which constitute the real breaching, assault, and 
insurrection of our entire democracy.   

Under no circumstances whatsoever should what happened at the Capitol have any bearing on any 
senators’ decision to not contest the election, since one had nothing to do with the other. Furthermore, 
what we now know, and what was always true, is that the breach at the Capitol was a pre-planned 
scheme to create chaos, which led to the exact effect that it did - causing an interference with America 
hearing the evidence of election fraud, and then justifying using the false narrative that Trump 
supporters are violent to fast track the certification without due diligence. In this, the Army adage “The 
very first report from the battlefield is always wrong”. —Army Rangers Quote 

By not following through on objecting to the results of the election, you basically hung 75 million 
Americans out to dry, as you took away their voice and representation. Additionally, by allowing 
yourself to become so distracted and cowed by an event that did not come within a universe of 
severity and consequence of the potential stealing of an election, you delegitimized the real concerns 
of tens of millions of Americans and left them wide open to slander, demonization, and character 
assassination.  

The defaming of so many perfectly good people is an injustice and is only going to build more anger 
and resentment. And the idea that hard-working, honest, good Americans are going to be bullied into 
not defending themselves, their homes, their jobs, their right to free speech, and their country is 
delusional, and is in itself an act of aggression towards them. 
What is totally missing in properly evaluating what happened at the Capitol is the reason why over a 
million people showed up in the first place. Had this election fraud not put such tremendous stress and 
pressure on those who love our country, none of this would have happened in the first place. From the 
night of the election to the very hour of the march to the Capitol, tens of millions of Americans had 
been vexed and pained with a nightmare scenario that they couldn’t believe was happening in 
America. 

I know about the purposeful distortion of the events because I was at the rally to hear President 
Trump speak. I took part in the hour-long peaceful march and then congregated peacefully outside of 
the Capitol for several hours. I would be happy to furnish for you many details that will help put to rest 
the overall mischaracterization that the media put on the whole event. I made sure to speak to as many 
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people throughout the rest of the day in DC, including a couple of people who claimed they had gone 
inside the Capitol building. Additionally, I encouraged police, assisted with one injured individual, and 
reproached a couple of individuals who stood out from the crowd by their disorderly attitudes. Finally, 
the ridiculous and childish use of hyperinflated language and asinine comparisons to Pearl Harbor is 
so insulting to those who have lived through real war-like tragedies that they should have been 
rebuked immediately for their incendiary intentions. 

The issue of election fraud should dominate over anything that may or may not have happened at the 
Capitol. Nevertheless, for truth’s sake, here are a few basic points to help bring a balanced perspective 
to the mischaracterization that the media and Democrats have been allowed to get away with: 

 It is an abject lie and pure nonsense that President Donald Trump incited violence of any kind, in 
anyway, and at anytime on January 6th. (I heard the whole speech, and not only was there no way 
that any reasonable person could even misconstrue anything that he said as inciting violence, he 
explicitly referred to peacefully marching to the Capitol￼). That vile deception, along with the 
false narrative of an “insurrection,” is being used as cover ￼to suppress vital information about 
the election that everybody needs to hear.  

 It is also important to realize that hundreds of thousands of people were not even near the Capitol 
when it was “breached”.  

 Any false narrative of President Trump ever inciting violence – which literally has no examples – 
should be juxtaposed with the rank hypocrisy of the Democrats and the media which is exemplified 
by the numerous real examples of their speech that have incited violence against police, 
Republicans, and Trump supporters, of which can be seen in a wide range of violent actions 
spanning back years, including the targeting and attempted killing of multiple Republican 
congressmen during a baseball practice in 2017, police officers assassinated and attempted to be 
assassinated in multiple cities, Trump supporters being assaulted and threatened in many 
incidences - that also included teenagers and women, Republican Senators, and journalists. 

 The very things that Democrats and media are now accusing Trump of, they are themselves guilty 
of themselves for the past four years. 

 The Democrats and media denounced the violence of a single act of lesser lawlessness at the 
Capitol (without even identifying the agent provocateurs that were not associated with the rally) 
100 times more than they did the many hundreds of greater acts of riots that took place over the 
past summer and fall.  

While the events at the Capitol are strongly condemnatory and punishable (by whoever the 
perpetrators were), the desperately needed perspective is that these pale in comparison to what 
happens in other countries who get ripped from top to bottom in violence and discord when election 
fraud occurs or is strongly suspected to have occurred. In America, we have always taken pride in our 
peaceful transition of power because we first take pride in our fair democratic process and elections. 
Any breakdown in these will inevitably lead to a breakdown in our whole nation. In countries where 
the political process and elections are corrupt, violence and revolutions are common. We must make 
sure that American governance stays true to the essence of our founding so that our country can stay 
whole. 

My Support 
I am here to support you and am immediately available to speak with you or any other Republican or 
Democrat leader who wants to help save our country in this critical moment. Please feel free to call me 
at any time. 

Sincerely Yours, 
 
 
 
Jay Etzel 
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